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From the Chairman
Sitting down to pen this bumper edition one thing jumps to mind straight away. The
expression “time flies,” originating from the Latin phrase “tempus fugit,” is one we
all find ourselves saying or thinking, even when we aren’t having fun (as the extended
expression goes).
The flight of time can be so fast it can feel, upon reflection, like our life is passing us
by. Whether we’re scrolling through Facebook looking at old photos or clocking over
another year in our career and stopping to say “Where’d the time go?”
It’s a powerful, sobering revelation.
But it wasn’t like this when we were children, was it? I remember how each year, broken
into school semesters and holidays seemed to pass slowly, at a kind of diligent down
tempo pace so that every experience, no matter how mundane, could be fully processed.
This perception of time moving at a leisurely pace in childhood, and then quickening as
we become adults, is a common experience so the neuroscientists say.
By the time you read this I should wish you all a Merry Xmas and Happy New Year, welcome
our new Life Members and members and thank all of our sponsors and contributors for a
fantastic year and look forward to another year of challenges and triumphs.
John Lemon, PDC Inc Chairman
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Chairman’s Field Trip – November/December 2018
While most of us enjoyed the mild conditions of a Perth Christmas, I headed back to Zimbabwe to battle
the soaking humidity and plague of insects, all part of the wet season. I was back in Hwange to undertake
much needed repairs on the 16-year-old rehabilitation centre that I designed and built in 2002 and 2003.
It was time to replace 2.1 km of chain-link fencing by hand and 12 km of electric reinforcement, paid for
through the support of PDC Inc’s loyal members and donors.
It took nearly four weeks to upgrade security in the facility to keep the resident painted dogs in and the
40,000 elephant and buffalo neighbours out.
It’s the size of the rehabilitation facility that makes it suitable for such an active and lithe species. During
my visit the facility was home to the nine-strong Mpindo Pack.
In early 2018, Zimbabwe’s National Parks authority asked PDC to translocate a small pack of dogs that
had come into conflict with humans in an area where ‘wild’ met ‘rural’. The local farmers blamed the
dogs for stock losses and were preparing to take lethal action.
PDC gave them a better option. The parents were caught up, their seven pups were hand-dug out of a
nearby den, and then the whole pack was moved into PDC’s rehabilitation facility where they could live
without the threat of destruction.
In December 2018, the time was right to release the grown pack into protected grassland habitat inside
Hwange National Park which offered full waterholes and abundant prey. It took around 20 of us a full day
to capture all nine animals, sedate and vet-check them, collect blood and DNA samples from them all,
fit anti-snare collars onto the adults and transport the pack out to the abundant Jambile pan for release.
One night during an overnight pack-monitoring exercise we witnessed a Painted Dog pup that was
separated from its pack attacked by a pride of lions. After chasing the lions off, we administered first
aid followed by several weeks of treatment. Aptly named Lucky (pictured top left), she was deemed
unsuitable for release and will remain at the centre as an ambassador for the species. Over 60 dogs have
been through the rehabilitation centre to take their place once again in the wild where they belong.
Creating new Painted Dog packs and releasing them into protected habitat is a specialty of ours and it is
just one of the ways we help the species return from
the brink. Protect them, protect their habitat, bring
diverse genes together and let them do the rest.
After millions of years of evolution, it would be a
tragedy to see them become extinct in our lifetime.
While there I also got to witness a massive hail
storm in Hwange. My colleague, Jealous Mpofu, has
lived here all his life and has never witnessed it! He
takes being bitten by a cobra in his stride but was
like a kid full of wonder at the sight of hail.
My thanks go to Wayne Hamilton and his team at
Swagman Tours for supporting my airfares. Check
them out at www.swagmantours.com.au.
December 2019
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Chairman’s Field Trip – June/July 2019
Once again, I headed back to the Dark Continent in June
2019. The goal of this trip was to spend time at Painted
Dog Conservation in Zimbabwe – where I built the
rehabilitation centre in 2002 and 2003 – to undertake
an upgrade of the facility to allow us to be more flexible
in the different scenarios that we must deal with. These
include snare wounds, road accident victims, diseases,
such as rabies, parvovirus, anthrax and distemper, and
various other issues.

The second part of the trip I travelled to Zambia to the
Zambian Carnivore Programme (ZCP) which is the largest
carnivore multi-species project in the world. Apart from
being the Chairman of PDC Inc. I am also the chairman of
ZCP and spent time in the field assisting with Painted Dog
and lion research and running the AGM with the other
board members and government officials.
The final part of the trip allowed me to drop in on
Conservation South Luangwa which manages PDC Inc.’s

Top: John with the team at PDC Zimbabwe.
Bottom: African Painted Dogs in Zambia

Above: Lion in Zambia.
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anti-poaching team supported financially by Perth Zoo.
It was an incredibly rewarding trip especially getting
the chance to work with the seven-month-old female
Painted Dog I rescued from the clutches of five lionesses in
December last year.
We worked around the clock to save her life. To return in
July this year to see Lucky alive and well was a beautiful
outcome.

www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au

Though she may never be released back to the wild due to
irreparable injuries that may affect her survival but not her
welfare, Lucky will be a great ambassador for her species
to the countless visitors to our rehabilitation centre now
and into the future.
Another great initiative we undertook thanks to the
generous donations of our supporters was purchasing new
boots, ball and kit for the Iganyana soccer team.
Iganyana is Ndebele for Painted Dog and literally
translates to “greedy eater”.
A great way to have presence in the community and have a
human interface to the work that we undertake.
Before leaving Africa, I was able to catch up with our
conservation partners from Untamed Brewing Company
and patron Fuz Caforio.
Always a pleasure to be around like-minded passionate
people!
Below: John with members of the Zambian Carnivore Programme.
Right top: The Iganyana Soccer Team with their new kit.
Centre bottom: Lucky at PDC Zimbabwe.
Far right bottom: The Untamed Brewing Company’s team with John.
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Update: African Wildlife Conservation Fund
The African Wildlife Conservation Fund (AWCF) is a small,
hands-on organisation based in the lowveld of Zimbabwe,
working tirelessly to safeguard a stronghold population of
Africa’s endangered Painted Dogs. It is only with the support
of generous and regular donors, and donors that truly
understand what it takes to run field conservation efforts,
that we are able to sustain our impact in the area. PDC Inc.
is one such supporter and we are so grateful to them!
Painted Dogs in Savé Valley Conservancy
This has been a more challenging year for our resident
Painted Dogs, and all wildlife, in the midst of Zimbabwe’s
economic collapse, severe drought, and the knock-on
effects thereof.
One of the most significant effects has been the threat
and impact of increased bushmeat poaching with snare
wires, as local people starve and struggle to make ends
meet.
While the Painted Dog population has remained stable
this year, we have had a number of alpha/dominant dogs
killed/affected by snare wires leading up to and during the
2019 denning season.
This negatively affected the ability of packs to provide for
their puppies, and in some cases prevented packs from
breeding at all, which we predict will affect recruitment
and possibly the stability of some packs into 2020.
Our most recent estimate is 89 adult Painted Dogs
across 12 packs. In our 2019 denning season, seven out of
our 12 resident packs denned and gave birth to puppies
(compared to 12 denning packs in 2018). A total of 50
puppies were born (compared to 110 in 2018).
Significant data and information with regards to our longterm monitoring and research of our resident packs occurs
during denning season, where through visual observations
and the use of camera traps, we are able to record pack
behaviour at the den site, any threats (e.g. lions/poachers
coming to the dens), and importantly the number of
puppies on first emergence to allow us to monitor pup
survival from year to year. Currently 28 of the 50 puppies
born in 2019 are still alive (56% survival rate).
December 2019

Right: Painted dog population trend in Savé Valley Conservancy
Below clockwise from top left: A glimpse of life at the den for Gomo,
Barika, Baobab and Chapungu packs in Savé Valley Conservancy.

The AWCF team has worked very hard this year to protect
our resident dogs from pressing threats, which has
included increasing our coverage of the area for targeting
wire snares in the field and monitoring our packs more
frequently.
None of which we would have been able to do without the
previous support from PDC Inc.; who contributed to kit for
our critical scout unit, tracking and monitoring equipment
for our resident packs and maintenance support for our
vehicles.

Above: Painted Dog population trend in Savé Valley Conservancy
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Baobab Pack Collared for Increased Monitoring and
Protection
Thanks to PDC Inc., we have been able to better monitor
one of our high priority/risk packs. Baobab pack is currently
our biggest pack at 23 individuals (18 adults and five
puppies), it is also one of the most long-standing packs
and with an experienced alpha female. Thus, has significant
potential to contribute to the longevity of the existing
painted dog population in SVC. However, they tend to stick
to the edges of the wildlife area, and their home range
overlaps with rural villagers and community areas.
Having a satellite collar on Baobab pack has been
significant in helping us to find the pack and check them
more frequently (we attended to two Painted Dogs with
snare injuries in this pack in 2019), and also to monitor
their movements and protect them as they move through
community areas – making sure to have our scouts in the
field and ready to proactively mitigate any potential issues
of human-wildlife conflict.
Mitigating the Threat from Wire Snares
Snaring continues to be the greatest threat to adult
Painted Dog survival in our study area, and as mentioned,
2019 has been a particularly bad year for wire snaring.
On average we typically dart and remove snares from at
least four Painted Dogs within a year (and have a number
more that die from wires, or get them off themselves etc.).
This year we darted and saved 10 Painted Dogs carrying
snare wires (and one buffalo) – that is double the average,
and our fear is that others are being caught that we do not
know about/never find.
We have had to attend to some incredibly destructive and
devastating wires over the past year, and no animal should
have to suffer so unnecessarily, but we have also been
reminded of the utter resilience of Painted Dogs.
It is incredible to see how severely injured individuals (with
the help of their pack) almost always go on to make a full
recovery. They are without a doubt a species fighting for their
survival, and we will continue to do all we can to help them.
In addition to removing wires from injured Painted Dogs
(and other wildlife), we also assist with and carry out
regular, organised snare sweeps of ‘hot spot’ areas (114 wires
December 2019

pulled in 2019). Regular snare sweeps are a priority of ours
for 2020 in order to proactively protect our local wildlife!
Thank you!
We would not have been able to achieve any of the above
without the continuous and reliable support from PDC Inc.
Your support is behind all of the achievements we have
mentioned above; behind every painted dog we saved from
a snare wire, and behind all of our research and monitoring
efforts. Thank you for your continued interest in our work.
Left top: Baobab pack movements within the south of the Savé
Valley Conservancy. The map depicts clustered points of the pack’s
ranging between September 2018 and October 2019.
Left bottom: Baobab pack cooling off in a pan.
Below top: A nasty wire is removed from Tam from Baobab pack.
Below bottom: Choux with a nasty waist snare which upon
inspection had caused severe damage to her abdomen.
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Update: Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust
It’s been another successful year for Chipembele’s
conservation education programs. We are hugely grateful
to PDC Inc which has generously supported Chipembele
for many years and helps make our programs possible.
PDC Inc contributed towards the running of 31
Conservation Clubs in 19 local schools where our
educators teach children about a range of wildlife topics
and conservation issues. In addition, we facilitated a series
of special programs conducted within those clubs that
make them such fun and so inspiring to be a member of.
Our environmental community campaign this year
focused on No Plastic. Students produced posters,
conducted litter pick-ups, produced advertisements and
songs about plastic that were broadcast on local radio,
encouraged single use plastics in local shops and markets,
produced songs about litter, participated in a school ecobrick competition, participated in satellite environmental
campaigns in three schools and conducted a 5 km parade
through central Mfuwe that culminated in a final large
event with songs, dancing and, drama skits and poems
about plastic performed on stage in front of a large
audience. There’s still a long way to go with sensitising the
public about plastic but we’ve taken the first steps.
Another special program is Nature Nights. We ran a
series of three-day camping expeditions in the wild, each
for eight deserving students to learn more about nature
close up and to be trained in life skills such as leadership,
communication and teamwork.
We also ran tree planting schemes, a Camera Club,
computer training classes, field trips into the National
Park, a weekly Field Ecology Club in partnership with
the Zambian Carnivore Programme, and opened the
doors of our student resource room every afternoon for
our students to watch wildlife videos, read wildlife or
conservation books or participate in educational activities.
The aim of our schools programs is to produce some of
Zambia’s future conservation leaders through fun and
engaging educational activities with as much outdoor
learning as possible. Big thanks to PDC Inc for helping us in
our ever-continuing mission to achieve that.
December 2019
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Update: Conservation South Luangwa
In 2019 Conservation South Luangwa’s (CSL) anti-poaching
support to the Department of National Parks and Wildlife
(DNPW) in Zambia increased significantly. Painted Dog
anti-poaching support from PDC Inc helped us achieve
this. Our support included a variety of much needed
in-service refresher training and specialized training and
equipment. In addition CSL and DNPW combined control
and operations rooms and now jointly coordinate antipoaching for the park and GMA.
January to October saw an over 100% increase in law
enforcement efforts compared to previous years, more
than double the number of patrols have been deployed
and results have been significant.
Whilst poaching with firearms for large game decreased
in 2019 due to increased patrol effort and scout presence,
unfortunately snaring increased. Snaring, the silent killer,
often increases when it becomes harder to hunt with
firearms as snaring can easily go undetected. Despite this
spike in the latter part of 2019, CSL and PDC Inc-supported
scouts jointly managed to remove 412 snares from the
bush and the vet unit de-snared:
• 1 Painted Dog
• 2 lions
• 6 elephants
• 2 hyaenas
• 2 giraffe
• 1 buffalo
• 1 puku
• 1 bushbuck
• 1 baboon.
Our joint work with Zambian Carnivore Programme
(ZCP) researchers tracking collared wild dog packs and
lion prides helps us to monitor any snared or recovering
animals. On multiple occasions, only because of our
collaborative work with the use of our co-owned aircraft,
intensive tracking of collared animals by ZCP and expert
personnel offered by CSL, have many snared dogs and
lions been rescued.
December 2019

Top left to bottom: Restraining a giraffe to have a snare removed
from its leg. A baboon with a snare injury.
Above: The K9 Unit which PDC Inc supports.

PDC Inc continues to help CSL raise funds to support our
important K9 Unit who work to disrupt the illegal wildlife
trade. In 2019 the K9 unit have searched over 14,427
vehicles and made over 20 arrests.

Results!

From January to October 2019, ZCP’s efforts included:
• 225 anti-snaring day patrols
• 176 1ong patrols
• 146 short patrols
• 318 hours of aerial patrols
• 412 snares removed
• 60 firearms confiscated
• 87 suspects apprehended
• 11,884 patrol man days
• 40 poachers camps found
• 182 kg of bushmeat confiscated
• 27,072 km patrolled
• 14,427 K9 vehicle searches
Page 8
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Update: Painted Dog Conservation Zimbabwe / Mpindo Chapter Four
Many of you will have been following the story of the
Mpindo pack, which has been featured in our newsletters
since June 2018. This small pack of just two adults (Snow
Tail and Jonathan) and their pups has illustrated the
challenges we face on the front line of conservation, where
pressure for space to live, leads to human wildlife conflict
situations that require mitigation and decisive action.
To recap: The Mpindo pack denned deep inside communal
land in June 2018. The community responded very
positively, tolerating the presence of the pack and the
subsequent loss of livestock until we were able to capture
them at the most opportune moment.
We housed the pack at our rehabilitation facility for six
months before releasing the pack back into the wild.
Unfortunately, it only took them a couple of months
to find their way back to the same communal land.
Our presence and dialogue with the communities again
ensured that the dogs remained unharmed while we
waited a few months for the best time to capture them.
This second capture was undertaken in June 2019 and we
again housed the pack at our Rehabilitation Facility, while
we now considered alternatives for their eventual release
back into the wild.
And so, Chapter Four of the Mpindo “Dog’s life” unfolded
recently.
Our work in Mana Pools and the wider Mid Zambezi
Valley in Zimbabwe has been progressing steadily over the
past 10 years. In that time, we have seen the population
steadily decline due to ageing alpha females, conflict
with lions and hyenas, and possibly undesirable pressure
from tourists, whose enthusiasm to see the Painted Dogs
at times comes at a cost to the dogs. This decline in the
population is likely only a temporary situation, however, it
presented us with an opportunity to find a new home for
the Mpindo pack in a place far from human settlements.
But we needed help.
Firstly, from Zimbabwe National Parks, who quickly issued
the permits required to move the Mpindo pack and from
our partners in the area, Wilderness Safaris.
December 2019

We knew the scale of the task ahead of us and knew that
we needed a committed partner on the ground who could
help us not only get the Mpindo safely to Mana Pools but
also manage the ongoing logistical task of feeding them…
for at least six months.
The first task was to build an enclosure to hold them
because we knew we could not just take the pack there
and release them. All the wisdom pointed towards the
need to hold the pack for six months or more in the area
we hoped they would stay. Put simply, the longer we
held them in Mana Pools, the more likely they were to
forget about their communal land home outside Hwange
National Park and accept Mana Pools as their new home.
For this we needed to find a site and construct an
enclosure to hold them. Wilderness Safaris offered their
camp infrastructure at their Chikwenya Camp, on the
banks of the Zambezi River, and we gratefully accepted.
Our team constructed the enclosure and during that
process we discussed all of the logistical needs with
Wilderness Safaris for caring for the dogs until we were all
happy that everything was in place.
Now we had to capture and move the dogs from our
Rehabilitation Facility in Hwange to Mana Pools. We didn’t
want to drive 18 hours on rough roads so asked Wilderness
Safaris for a plane, which they provided without hesitation.
The capture was straightforward. It’s something we have
done many times before and with appropriate planning
it’s not difficult. We set up capture nets in the enclosure
adjacent to the one holding the dogs and then open the
gate between the two. The dogs run through the gate and
get caught up in the nets. We grab them, firmly but gently,
covering their heads, and quickly administer a tranquilising
injection. There is no need to tranquilise the pups; they are
small enough to just grab carefully. In this instance, we
had the vets from Wildlife Vets International on hand, the
veterinarian staff from our local government vet offices,
as well as Dr Barbara Ferreira. Samples were taken and the
dogs quickly processed through and put on the plane for
the hour or so flight to Mana Pools.
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It was as smooth as could be. From the dogs being caught
in the nets to being released into their new “home” at
Chikwenya took just four hours. Our team is in place
in Mana to care for the dogs and Wilderness Safaris is
providing all the support we need to ensure the dogs well
being is taken care of and they are thus settling in well.
We will release them into Mana Pools in April 2020.

New Partnership:
Kangiten Productions
Kangiten Productions is a filmmaking and
photography production company based in Sydney,
Australia. Foudner Harry Vincent has won over 15 film
festivals around the world. His passion for music,
nature and photography combined to create Kangiten
Productions in early 2013.
In August 2019, Kangiten Productions announced they
were partnering with four charities, with 20% of each
sale donated to the relevant organisation. PDC Inc is
thrilled to be one of the chosen charities!
Kangiten Productions sell unique camera straps. They
are handmade, high quality, strong, comfortable and
unique. Get yours from:

www.kangitenproductions.com/store
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Update: Shinganda Wildlife Wilderness
Addressing the Gap
The “Lwangandu Gap” on Shinganda Wildlife Wilderness is
an area particularly vulnerable to poaching pressures from
villages to the west of Shinganda. During October, our
Shinganda Scouts were deployed to this area by vehicle on
two separate occasions, over a period spanning one week.
The purpose of the anti-poaching patrols was to scour
the area for snares set by poachers. Thorough searches of
the area by our scouts revealed a total of 13 cable-based
whip snares which were retrieved from the area, but
unfortunately two of the snares had already done damage,
with two rotting impalas found strangled to death in these
destructive and wasteful traps.
During November, our scouts surprised a group of
three poachers, while on foot patrol in the Kajibwe area
on Shinganda. The poachers ran, but our scouts were
fortunate enough to recover a home-made muzzle-loader,
two axes and a bag of maize-meal. The fact that the
poachers were carrying maize-meal is an indication that
they were planning extended hunting activities over a
few days. Once again, the proactive patrolling of our staff
proved successful in preventing wildlife damage in the nick
of time! Shinganda deeply appreciates ongoing support
from PDC Inc to enable continued counter-poaching
effort in this area to combat poaching activities with guns,
snares and domestic dogs.
Secrets of the Bush Revealed
Collaborative work between the Zambian Carnivore
Programme (ZCP) and Shinganda continues to reveal
secrets in the bush, this time demonstrating the large
distances over which African Painted Dogs move in the
greater Kafue region. Ben Goodheart of ZCP was able to
determine, from camera trap images sent by Shinganda
to ZCP for potential identification purposes, that dogs
photographed on Shinganda several years ago, were
from the Treetops Pack that was resident around the
Treetops area in Kafue National Park. These two areas
under discussion are 101 km apart (straight-line distance),
suggesting that the dogs in question were potentially part
of a dispersal group, looking to settle in a new area.
December 2019

Collaborative work around our camera trapping program
with ZCP continues, with Shinganda providing a brief
feedback report (for July-October 2019) to ZCP in
November, including one video and 19 images of African
Painted Dogs, leopards and hyenas. Interestingly, two
photographs taken of African Painted Dogs indicated
nocturnal activity, with both dogs being captured on one
camera trap, as they ran past it at 1:30 in the morning.
We are confident that our knowledge of carnivores in the
greater Kafue region will increase as we continue to work
with ZCP in this area. We are grateful to PDC Inc for their
ongoing support to this partnership.
Page 10
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Update: Zambian Carnivore Programme
We’re nearing the end of 2019, and we’ve reached the end
of the long dry season and the start of the rains in Zambia.
The landscape has rapidly turned green, lush, and smokefree, with impala lambs and warthog piglets everywhere—
the sure signs of spring! It was another great year for our
work on large carnivore conservation across the country,
and hard to believe it’s already over, but this is a testament
to the breadth and depth of the collaborative work we
have ongoing, which keeps things going at a blur. The 2019
season was extremely productive for all our initiatives,
thanks in no small part to the support and collaboration
of Painted Dog Conservation Incorporated (PDC Inc.).
The biggest PDC Inc. support to our work was the
continued utilization of two Land Rover Perentie vehicles,
shipped from Australia in 2016 and 2018 respectively.
These vehicles have been vital to all aspects of our work in
the Luangwa and Kafue projects.
These rugged, reliable and incredibly capable vehicles have
logged hundreds of field days and thousands of bush miles
in very challenging conditions and continue to be going
strong.
We are thrilled to hear of PDC Inc.’s continued support for
2019 of additional Perenties for the project, and we will
have to mitigate fights between projects as to where these
vehicles end up!
Our work in the Luangwa Valley continues to be very
productive.
This year we monitored 15 packs over approximately 11,000
km2 and the Painted Dog numbers continue to be at record
highs the last five years, thanks in no small part to the
collaborative anti-snaring efforts between Conservation
South Luangwa (CSL), DNPW, and ZCP that focuses on
collared packs and provides directed anti-snaring efforts
from pack locations, as well as on monitoring over 150
animals to detect and treat animals carrying snares.
Centre column: Painted Dog pack in the rain
Far column, top to bottom: Checking on one of the Painted Dogs
while using the PDC Inc supported Perentie; Baobab pack; removing a
snare from a Painted Dog pup.
December 2019
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Perhaps the best example of our work’s success is
reflected in the story of the Baobab Pack...
“Snared and dying as a pup in 2014, this rescued dog had
returned in 2019, now as the alpha male of a new 16-strong
pack.
The pup’s future was looking bleak: with a snare cutting deep
through the back of his mouth that prohibited him from
eating, it was only a matter of time before he would die.
Fortunately for Wild Dog 635, several of his aunts and uncles
wore radio-collars, enabling our teams to locate the pack,
detect his injury, and rescue him.
Together with the DNPW and Conservation South Luangwa,
we darted the dog and treated his wounds, and while he was
forever left with a deep ‘Joker Smile’ scar, he made a full and
fast recovery.
Wild Dog 635 grew into a yearling and in 2015, together with
one of his brothers (which we also de-snared in a separate
incident), he dispersed from their natal pack.
For several years 635 had to roam the vast expanse of the
Luangwa Valley to form his own pack with the perfect
female.
This August we were treated to a great surprise when the
rescued pup 635 reappeared as the alpha male of a 16-dog
pack in South Luangwa National Park’s Baobab Forest! This
new pack ranged widely before denning late and raising
four new pups, becoming mobile with them just as the rains
arrived.
Like many wild dogs in the Luangwa, the Baobab Pack would
not have existed without over a decade of intensive antisnaring work on wild dogs by ZCP, DNPW, and CSL.
Today, the Luangwa holds the country’s largest dog
population and is one of Africa’s premiere places to view this
endangered species.
We hope Wild Dog 635 follows in the footsteps of his father,
an alpha male who lived to a record 12+ years and sired
over a dozen packs and 160 pups, grandpups and greatgrandpups, and was also rescued from a lethal snare.
With our conservation work ongoing, the Baobab Pack and
its new pups are in the running for the Luangwa’s next wild
dog dynasty.
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Similarly, our work in the Greater Kafue Ecosystem
continued to make great strides, though a weak wet
season resulted in considerably drier conditions than
usual.
While experiencing more impacts from prey depletion,
the wild dog population benefittted greatly from our
collaborative work with Panthera and the DNPW to direct
anti-snaring patrols into areas of high risk for snares, and
our field-based veterinarian was able to rapidly respond to
any snared carnivores.
The Twin Palm pack in particular has to date successfully
raised a load of pups who will hopefully serve as the
helpers for their 2020 litter!
Liuwa Plain also was stricken by a drought, which greatly
increased snaring risk to hyenas in particular; however
thanks to our full-time field teams and collaborations
between African Parks, DNPW and ZCP, we were able to
successfully rescue the majority of these animals.
As we enter into 2020 we will have all three projects in the
Luangwa, Kafue and Liuwa running for at least a decade,
providing key long-term science-based conservation
guidance, combatting current and emerging threats to
carnivores and ecosystems, and making sure that these
initiatives have strong Zambian leadership now, and into
the future.
The longevity and productivity of this work is thanks in
no small part to all the support provided by PDC Inc.
Whether it’s providing key field vehicles, spare parts,
training, educational support, collars, field equipment or
anti-snaring support, we have always been able to count
on PDC Inc. to be there for our work, whatever it may be.
On behalf of all of us on the team thanks again for your
support and generosity and we look forward to a great
2020 together!

Right top to bottom: Snare injury around a hyena’s neck; the
removed snare; Sandra, the de-snared hyena.
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New Partnership: Untamed Brewing Company
The Launch of the Best Beer on the Planet!
Who would have thought that drinking beer would
support on the ground conservation projects? And not just
any projects but PDC Inc. projects!
The brainchild of a great bunch of friends based in
Johannesburg , South Africa, the Untamed Brewing
Company (and their Beer 4 Beats Trademark) have joined
forces with us where 50 cents from every beer goes to our
frontline conservation efforts.
Dean Applecryn and his team from Untamed Brewing
Company are passionate about beer, African wildlife and
conservation, so their mission was how to combine all
three passions?
Their logo is our beloved Painted Dog, and at the end of
2018 we started conversations with Dean on the work
we undertake and the projects we support in the field of
frontline Painted Dog conservation initiatives.
After many discussions, we were excited to sign an MOU
together to formalise our partnership.
In May 2019, our Chairman and Vice Chairman John and
Angela Lemon travelled to South Africa for the formal
partnership launch with the team (pictured top) and an
event with 40 people in attendance.
It was great to meet everyone in person, and we were
fortunate to have representatives from the Endangered
Wildlife Trust in attendance, in addition to Nicholas Dyer
of the Painted Wolf Foundation, and Kevin Richardson –
The Lion Whisperer.
The beer is available in South Africa, but the team are
working hard on expanding its availability to the rest of
the world to help save wildlife one beer at a time.

untamedbrewingcompany.co.za
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New Partnerships
Creations 4 Wildlife
Creations 4 Wildlife is a mother and son business based in
the USA, borne from a passion to save wildlife.
An animal lover from a young age, Southern California
resident Dylan Fryer organised his first fundraiser for
animal conservation at just eight years old.
He raised $1,300 to help build a new home for the tigers
at the world-renowned San Diego Zoo Safari Park. In lieu
of birthday gifts, he requested donations to the project
and, as a result, his name is on a plaque at the Tiger Trail
entrance.
After organising a few additional fundraisers for wildlife
conservation, Dylan and his mom Michelle decided to
elevate their support with something to provide on-going
donations.
Creations 4 Wildlife was born.
Inspired by endangered species, the mother and son
team handcraft bracelets with semi-precious stones to
help support global wildlife conservation, education and
outreach.
Every purchase of a Creations 4 Wildlife bracelet helps
save a species, with 20% of each sale donated to respected
conservation organisations.
In November 2018, PDC Inc was honoured to be one of the
conservation organisations partnering with Creations 4
Wildlife across the globe.

Bear Threads
Bear Threads is an Australian vegan brand specialising in
organic, ethically made and environmentally sustainable
clothing.
They donate $6 from each purchase to seven charities who
are contributing positively to making our world a better
place.
They are committed to protecting the environment and
supporting animal conservation organisations around the
world.
In addition to offering timeless, high quality products, they
have proudly partnered with i=Change to improve the lives
of women and children around the world by educating
young men and women, preventing violence against
women, and improving working conditions for garment
workers.
Simply by purchasing one of their bracelets, you are
directly contributing to frontline wildlife conservation
activities.
Shop now from their link below!

creations4wildlife.com/collections/
charity-bracelets/products/painted-dog

PDC Inc are thrilled to be one of the partner charities Bear
Threads supports.
Whenever you make a purchase of their ethically made
clothing, you are directly contributing to the frontline
conservation iniatives of our supported projects.

www.bearthreads.com.au

Endangered Wildlife Trust
In July 2019, we began supporting a further frontline
conservation organisation: the Endangered Wildlife
Trust in South Africa. They undertake a range of
essential work for many different species across
Southern Africa, and have been operating for 45 years to
save wildlife and habitats.
December 2019

Our support focuses on initiatives surrounding the
conservation of Painted Dogs, and to date we would
like to thank Wallabies David Pocock and Dane HaylettPetty, and the Melbourne Rebels Rugby Union Team, for
their support of these initiatives.
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We are looking forward to this exciting partnership
with EWT, with the next initiative being the building
of a holding/rehabilitation centre for Painted Dogs in
South Africa. We know first hand from our experience
in Zimbabwe from the facility that John built what a
valuable asset this will be.
www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au

Patron: Tony Park
I first met John and Ange Lemon, virtually, via email, after
they had read my fourth novel, Safari. The book opens with
a heroic struggle between the male and female from a
Painted Dog pack and a pride of evil lions.
The battle takes place in Hwange National Park,
Zimbabwe, in front of Nantwich, an old Zimbabwe Parks
and Wildlife Service rest camp, as plucky Painted Dog
researcher Michelle Parker looks on.
A lot has happened since that book came out in 2008.
I’ve gone on to write another 13 novels – my 17th, Ghosts
of the Past, was launched at a lovely event at Perth Zoo
earlier this year, hosted and organised by John and Ange. In
the intervening period I was also honoured to be invited to
be PDC Inc’s patron.
At the time I wrote that book Painted Dogs were in an
even more perilous situation than they are now, with
estimated numbers at about 2,500 animals in the wild.
These days, I’m pleased to see there are believed to be
about 6,000 Painted Dogs.
This increase is due in no small part to the hard work of
a small number of people, especially John and Ange and
all of you who support PDC Inc. Zimbabwe remains a
stronghold for these endangered animals.
Nantwich Camp, I’m afraid, did not fare so well. Due to
Zimbabwe’s economic woes tourism dropped off in the
park and Nantwich was closed for time and then let out
to a hunting outfit which used it as a base for their trophy
hunting safaris in the adjoining Matetsi Safari Area. When
the hunters departed they left the camp in a terrible state.
It fell into disrepair, was abandoned, and then, to make
matters worse, it partially burned down in a bush fire.
A couple of years ago a friend of mine in the safari
business came to me and told me that he had secured
a lease from the Zimbabwe Government on Nantwich
Camp. I had actually suggested the abandoned camp to
him when he came to me asking for suggestions for places
to set up a new lodge.
My friend then asked me if I was interested in investing
in the rebirth of Nantwich. I said yes in heartbeat (and
it really was an investment driven by the heart not the
December 2019

head!). Nantwich has just recently opened as an 18-bed
luxury safari camp.
I’m pleased to see this wonderful spot has come back to
life, rising from the ashes of near disaster in much the
same way as Painted Dog numbers are slowly recovering.
In a lovely sign, hopefully, of things to come, the builders
who carried out the renovation work at Nantwich had
regular sightings of Painted Dogs.
Thank you all for your support for PDC Inc. and I hope you
all have a happy and safe festive season. As my little story
here shows, there is always hope.
www.tonypark.net
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Patron: Fuz Caforio
My greatest passion is donating works to worthy causes.
Just now I have donated a Koala painting, Tribute to Lewis, as
I was so moved seeing the horrific stories of the bushfires in
Australia, so this is my way making a difference.

Whilst 2019 has been a quiet year with regards to sales, I
have still been able to do what I love, and that is painting
some very special commissions: Isikhulu (Zulu for Prince,
in this case the lion cub that will grow up to be King),
Umfana (Zulu for Little One – the Cheetah mum and cub)
and Twiga (Swahili for Giraffe) and one of my personal
favourites from about three years ago, Wild Dog. I hope
you enjoy the photos, and thank you to everyone in
Australia who has purchased my art at PDC Inc events.
I had the pleasure in November 2018 of attending the PDC
Inc Dinner Event in Perth, and receive my patron plaque,
with fellow patron and artist, Nathan Ferlazzo. It was
great to meet Peter Blinston and Jealous Mpofu from PDC
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I am looking forward to see you in Australia in the near
future!

Zimbabwe, Allisdair MacDonald from Shinganda in Zambia,
and the PDC Inc committee and supporters. I have met
Ange and John previously, so it was great to catch up again.
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Patron: Simon Reeve
First of all I hope it’s been a good year for everyone, riding
the inevitable bumps along the way.
With a close friend dealing with aggressive cancer, another
reminder for me to appreciate the simple things.
Thanks especially to all those who came along to support
the cause on Kevin’s visit, through Perth, the Gold Coast
and Melbourne and big thanks to Kevin for making the
journey back to Oz.
I apologise ahead of this, but a bit left field here.
I thought I’d touch on the idea of risk as a theme.
Something we weigh up every day, in ways both small
and big.
I was lucky to meet and talk at some length with the
extraordinary Australians of the Year, Dr Craig Challen and
Dr Richard Harris at a recent function through my son Sam’s
school. Craig and Richard of course were pivotal in the still
barely believable rescue of the 12 boys and their football
coach from a vast cave system in Thailand last year.
They’ve spoken at hundreds of events since the honour
was bestowed upon them in January and while they have
the platform, one of the main messages they hope to carry
to parents and young people especially, is that we can’t
and shouldn’t remove all risk from our lives. It’s a message
that resonates greatly with me.
I feel in Australia we are being OH and S’d, HR’d, (whatever
it might be called in your organisation) to death. We can
barely walk out of our homes or offices without assuring
teams of lawyers and departments that we understand
the risks.
Years ago I was stunned when an email went out
explaining at the upcoming Christmas party there was
a chance I (and everyone who attended) might become
intoxicated. Umm, yeah … and ???
I find the extent and breadth of this incursion into life in
Australia is frustrating and maddening. Common sense is
the loser.
The context for this rant is Africa and the questions (and
worse, statements) that confront me from people I meet
December 2019

along the way.
If you’re reading this, there’s a pretty big chance you’re ok
… you’re among the converted.
You’ve been there, perhaps got the lifelong bug like me, so
it ain’t you I’m worried about !
It’s the … “Why would you go there?” “It’s way too
dangerous!” “You couldn’t pay me to go there!” … folks,
who make my heart sink. And I hear this/read this,
frequently.
The streets of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth … seem
to me, to be pretty dangerous places late on a Friday or
Saturday night these days. Our roads over populated by
enraged, entitled drivers.
“Oh yeah, nah but it’s not the same …” I get that as well if I
mount a case for Africa.
Yes, there is some risk in travelling to South Africa,
Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Botswana. But there are also rewards
beyond your imagination.
In meeting generous, giving people, who have little.
In seeing places and sunsets or sunrises that will leave a
print on your soul.
You mitigate the risks and you open yourself up to the
great joys of travel and connection and life affirming
experiences.
You return home a better person.
Craig and Richard and the team of divers and doctors
they worked with in Thailand, came up with a rescue
plan that would never have been stamped under normal
circumstances.
Sedating the boys one at a time, for hours at a time
and guiding them through waterways with no visibility,
through barely passable openings, was the single best plan
they had, clearly still, with huge risks attached.
The alternatives were unthinkable. The Thai authorities
gave their imprimatur, as Craig and Richard took the
responsibility for the lives of a coach and his team,
knowing there were no guarantees of survival.
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The ending we know, as one of the great stories of our
time for its bravery, courage and daring.
Life has risk.
We are responsible for our actions.
I think we have to convey this message to our kids before
we ourselves drown as a nation from a closed, completely
risk averse mindset.
Adventure, the unknown, this is the spirit that helps us
grow.
Stepping down now … and heading to the Christmas party.
I hope 2020 is a wonderful year ahead. This great cause
never ends. Here’s to lots of dog pack matriarchs, having
lots of successful litters next season.
Thanks good people.
Simon Reeve

Patron: JCVD
In 2017, PDC Inc was thrilled to be endorsed by JeanClaude Van Damme (JCVD) as one of his featured
supported organisations on his website, along with
others such as Animals Australia, Kevin Richardson
and Jane Goodall.
This relationship developed further and at the end of
2018, JCVD officially accepted our invitation to come
on board as one of our patrons, when we presented
him with one of our Patron Plaques.
This was formally announced in 2019, via a video
announcement by JCVD. We are looking forward to
meeting him in person on his next visit to Australia,
and to see how we can work together, as he is an avid
animal and wildlife advocate.
Please visit www.jcvdworld.com/species.html to
read further updates.
www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au

Past Events: The Return of Kevin Richardson – The Lion Whisperer
In October 2019, we once again hosted
Kevin Richardson, The Lion Whisperer from
South Africa, as our guest speaker for his
fourth “tour of duty” across Australia.
This year we hosted three SOLD OUT
events across the country, beginning
here in Perth at The Hyatt Regency, the
Gold Coast at The Sheraton Mirage and
Melbourne at the Park Hyatt. We also
showcased the highlights of Perth to Kevin
this time around and it was great to take
him to Fremantle, Kings Park, and Hillarys,
and introduce him to Australian rock
royalty the Absolutely 80s at an event at
The Charles Hotel.
In one week, we completed the three
fundraising events to an audience of over
400 people, selling 300 auction items.
Our patron Simon Reeve was an incredible
MC at all three events, and was auctioneer
for us at the Gold Coast and Melbourne.
Kevin entertained guests with a chapter by
chapter story of his journey from when he
started to where he is today, and how we
can all make a difference.
We also hosted two special private dinners
with Kevin. We held an online auction prior
to his arrival to Australia, and the highest
bidders attended. Thank you to all who
participated.
Finally thank you to everyone that
attended and purchased items in our
auctions, and a special thanks to those
artists we purchased some very special
art from (and those that donated too!) to
make it a special week for all of us.
Thank you also to Viva! Photography for
being at our Perth and Melbourne events.
December 2019
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Past Events: Cocktails for Conservation
On 27 May 2019, we hosted an evening
with our patron Nathan Ferlazzo, of
Marini Ferlazzo, at Glamp Cocktail Bar
in Melbourne. This was an opportunity
to introduce Nathan to our Melbourne
followers, and to also showcase PDC Inc to
the Eastern States.
Glamp is an African-themed venue, which
was perfect for the capacity crowd to
feel immersed in African culture—and
experience some awesome cocktails.
Nathan spoke about his journey, and his
art and passion for wildlife. He was an
inspiration to all present.
After Nathan and our chairman’s
presentations, we finished the night with
a small auction of some of Nathan’s finest
works, which he generously donated for
the night, and we raised much needed
funds for our frontline conservation
projects in Zimbabwe and Zambia.
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Bottom left and above: John and Ange Lemon in Glamp Bar.
Below: Nathan Ferlazzo presenting the lucky door prize of a set of his placemats and coasters to the winner!
Right: Inside Glamp Bar.
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Past Events: An Evening of Art and Conservation
On 10 November 2018, we hosted some
very special guests at The Tradewinds
Hotel in Fremantle: Peter Blinston
and Jealous Mpofu from Painted Dog
Conservation in Zimbabwe, where our
passion started 20 years ago! This was
Jealous’s first time to Australia, so we
introduced him to local wildlife, and also
spent time with him and Peter, showing
them the sights of Perth.
Also joining us were our patrons Fuz
Caforio from South Africa and Nathan
Ferlazzo from Melbourne. Their artworks
were a feature and highlight of the
evening, and it is always great for our
followers to meet people first hand from
the organisations we have supported for a
long time.
In addition, Allisdair MacDonald from
our supported Shinganda Wilderness
Project was in attendance, as was Andrew
McFarlane, who supports Painted Dog
Conservation through his Running for Wild
Dogs initiative.
One hundred guests listened to Peter’s and
Jealous’s stories of the challenges facing
frontline conservation in Africa, our longterm partnership with them and inspired
others to also make a difference.
Through the excellent auctioneering skills
of Josh Brockhurst, we raised over $30,000
on the night, which purchase GPS collars
for our projects.
Left column top to bottom: John and Jealous on Rottnest
Island; Jealous at the event.
Middle column top to bottom: Peter Blinston from PDC
Zimbabwe and Nathan Ferlazzo.
Right column top to bottom: Allisdair MacDonald from
Shinganda and Fuz Caforio.
December 2019
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Past Events: An Evening with Patron Simon Reeve
On 6 May 2019, we hosted a special African
Boma Dinner with our patron Simon
Reeve at the Leopard Lodge Restaurant in
Carabooda.
This intimate dinner saw 30 guests join us
for a traditional African dining experience,
in a traditional Boma around a fire pit.
Simon entertained the guests with his
stories, and as always his passion for Africa
shone through. And we were fortunate
to have with us Allisdair MacDonald,
who runs one of our supported projects,
Shinganda Wildlife Wilderness, in Zambia.
It is always great for guests to put faces to
names of our projects and hear first hand
where and how the funds are spent on the
frontline of conservation. We also had a
mini auction on the night featuring wire
art from a local Perth artist, Jan O’Meara.

Past Events: Tony Park Book Launch
On 10 August 2019, 70 guests
attended the book launch of Tony
Park’s Ghosts of The Past.
We were thrilled to once again host
a book launch with Tony. Many avid
fans and of course our membership
turned out for the night at Perth Zoo
Lecture Theatre.
The crowd was entertained by Tony’s
tales about the real life story that
was the inspiration behind his latest
creation.
We finished the night with a small
African-themed auction, once
again raising valuable funds for our
frontline conservation projects.
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The Object of the Association is:
To advance conservation for the public benefit of the African Painted Dog,
(also referred to as a Wild Dog) Lycaon pictus, through education promoting
and disseminating research into such conservation and seeking to achieve
their sustainable management.

Post Office Box 637
South Perth WA 6951
Phone: +61 8 9455 6073
Mobile: 0419 956 238

Conservation through action and education
Find us on the web: www.painteddogconservation.iinet.net.au | pdmembers@iinet.net.au | www.facebook.com/PaintedDogConservationInc

Would You Like To Help?

Our supported projects do NOT receive any government funding and is wholly
reliant on donations to continue its operations.
The key factor in retaining the workers from the local communities – both skilled
and unskilled who are classed as staff – is to have sufficient funding available to
pay them a reasonable wage.
Please consider a donation for the work to continue. All donations received are put
without deduction to the benefit of the African Painted Dog.

Here’s What to Do

Forward a cheque or money order (within Australia) made payable to:
		
Painted Dog Conservation Inc
		
C/- The Treasurer
		
Post Office Box 637
		
South Perth WA 6951
Credit cards (Overseas and Australia): We can accept either Visa or Mastercard.

Major Sponsors
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